
colleagues as idiot savants. Senior
management is rarely prepared to
intervene when managers are successful
and profitable, however they made their
decisions. These disharmonies can make
company-wide risk-management and
portfolio analysis non-operational and can
have deleterious effects on company
profitability and staff morale.

One model which has the potential to
be used to integrate these diverse

Introduction
One of the major difficulties in financial
management is trying to integrate
quantitative and traditional management
into a joint framework. Typically,
traditional fund managers are resistant to
quantitative management, as they feel
that techniques of mean-variance analysis
and related procedures do not capture
effectively their value added. Quantitative
managers often regard their judgmental
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have a well-defined n-dimensional
covariance matrix �; in particular, their
covariance matrix is non-singular. If the
returns for period t are denoted by rt,
we shall write E(r) to mean expected
forecasted returns. This is shorthand for
E(rt � 1 ��t), where �t refers to all
information up to and including period t.
A second related concept is the (n � 1)
vector � representing equilibrium excess
returns, either in terms of a theory such
as the capital asset pricing model
(CAPM) or in the sense of the prevailing
supply of value-weighted assets. The
latter interpretation corresponds to a
global market portfolio demonetised in
domestic currency.

Algebraically, assuming the validity of
the CAPM,

� � �(�m � rf)

where �m is the return on the global
market in domestic currency, rf is the
riskless (cash) domestic rate of return, �
is an (n � 1) vector of asset betas, where

� � Cov(r, r�wm)/	2
m

where r�wm is the return on the global
market, wm are the weights on the
global market, determined by market
values, and 	2

m is the variance of the rate
of return on the world market.

If we let � � Cov(r, r�) be the
covariance matrix of the n asset classes,
then

� � 
�wm

where 
 � (�m � rf)/	2
m is a positive

constant. If returns were arithmetic with
no reinvestment, 
 would be invariant to
time, since both numerator and
denominator would be linear in time.
However, if compounding is present,
there may be some time effect.

In this paper, we shall only consider

approaches is the Black–Litterman (BL)
model (Black and Litterman, 1991,
1992). This is based on a Bayesian
methodology which effectively updates
currently held opinions with data to
form new opinions. This framework
allows the judgmental managers to give
their views/forecasts, these views are
added to the quantitative model and the
final forecasts reflect a blend of both
viewpoints. A lucid discussion of the
model appears in Lee (1999).

Given the importance of this model,
however, there appears to be no readable
description of the mathematics
underlying it. The purpose of this paper
is to present such a description. In the
second and third sections we describe the
workings of the model and present some
examples. In the fourth section we
present an alternative formulation which
takes into account prior beliefs on
volatility. In the second and third
sections, particular attention is paid to
the interesting issue of how to connect
the subjective views of our managers
into information usable in the model.
This is not a trivial matter and lies at the
heart of Bayesian analysis. Indeed Rev.
Bayes had such misgivings about
applying Bayes theorem to real-world
phenomena that he did not publish his
paper (Bayes, 1763): it was presented to
the Royal Society by his literary
executor (Bernstein, 1996: 129–34).

Workings of the model
Before we present Bayes’ theorem and its
application by BL to asset management
problems, we shall present our notation
and basic concepts. We assume that there
is an (n � 1) vector of asset returns r;
these are, typically, excess returns
measured in the domestic currency and
subtracting the domestic cash return
which is not included in the vectors.
With this convention the asset returns
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the data equilibrium return, given the
forecasts held by the investor.

The result of the theorem pdf(E(r) ��) is
the ‘combined’ return or posterior
forecast given the equilibrium
information. It represents the forecasts of
the manager/investor after updating for
the information from the quantitative
model.

The contribution of BL was to place
this problem into a tractable form with a
prior distribution that was both sensible
and communicable to investors. Bayesian
analysis has, historically, been weakened
by difficulties in matching tractable
mathematical distributions to individual’s
views.

We now review and extend BL’s
results. We make the following
assumptions:

A1 pdf(E(r)) is represented in the
following way. The investor has a set
of k beliefs represented as linear
relationships. More formally, we
know the (k � n) matrix P and a
known (k � 1) vector q. Let
y � PE(r) be a (k � 1) vector. It is
assumed that y � N(q,�), where �
is a (k � k) diagonal matrix with
diagonal elements �ii. A larger �ii

represents a larger degree of disbelief
in the relationship represented by yi,
�ii � 0 represents absolute certainty,
and, as a practical matter, we bound
�ii above zero. The parameters q
and � are called by Bayesians
hyperparameters; they parameterise the
prior pdf and are known to the
investor.

A2 pdf(� �E(r)) is assumed to be
N(E(r), �) where � is the
covariance matrix of excess returns
and  is a (known) scaling factor
often set to 1. This assumption
means that the equilibrium excess
returns conditional upon the

(global) equity in our n assets. Extending
the model to domestic and foreign
equities and bonds presents few
difficulties.

Considering Foreign Exchange (FX)
as an additional asset class does present
difficulties as we need to ‘convert’
currencies into a domestic value, which
requires making assumptions about
hedge ratios. Black (1990) proves that,
in an international CAPM (ICAPM)1

under very stringent assumptions, all
investors hedge the same proportion of
overseas investment, and uses this result
to justify a global or universal hedging
factor which is the same for all
investors facing all currencies. Adler
and Prasad (1992) discuss Black’s result
and show how restrictive the result
actually is.

It is natural to think of � as being the
implied returns from the equilibrium
model and, as the above discussion
shows, these would depend upon our
data and represent the input of the
quantitative manager. How can we
represent the views of the fund
managers? To answer this question,
consider Bayes’ theorem. In the notation
we have defined above, Bayes’ theorem
states that

pdf(E(r) ��) �
pdf(� �E(r))pdf(E(r))

pdf(�)

where pdf(.) means probability density
function. The above terms have the
following interpretations:

— pdf(E(r)) is the prior pdf that
expresses the (prior) views of the fund
manager/investor

— pdf(�) represents the marginal pdf of
equilibrium returns. In the treatment
that follows, it is not modelled. As
we will demonstrate, it disappears in
the constant of integration.

— pdf(� �E(r)) is the conditional pdf of
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volatilities as well. The natural equilibrium
value for volatility is the Black–Scholes
(BS) model, so that if option data were
available, the prior on volatility could be
updated by the observed implied volatility.
Unfortunately, the pdf of implied
volatility would depend on the nature of
the stochastic volatility ignored by the
BS formula, and there appears to be no
simple way forward. An alternative
would be to formulate a prior on .
Although we have no obvious data to
update our beliefs, a solution similar to
Proposition 12.3 in Hamilton (1994)
could be attempted. We present details in
the fourth section.

Examples
In this section, we consider various
examples which illustrate the
methodology.

Example 1

In this example, we consider the case
where a sterling-based investor believes
that the Swiss equity market will
outperform the German by 0.5 per cent
per annum. All returns are measured in
sterling and are unhedged. This is a
modest target and is intended to
emphasise that the forecast represents a
new equilibrium and not short-term
outperformance. In the notation of the
second section, we have one belief,
k � 1 in A1. Using the universe of 11
European equity markets listed in Table
2, P is a (1 � 11) vector of the form

P � [l, �1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]

and q � 0.5 per cent. Table 1 lists the
parameters used to compute the
conditional forecast.

The computed values E(r��) are shown
in Table 2. In addition to the prior view
of the relative performance of Swiss and

individual’s forecasts equals the
individual’s forecast on average. This
may not hold in practice as the
authors have met many practitioners
who have exhibited the most
alarming biases relative to the market
view. The conditioning needs to be
understood in the sense that, if all
individuals hold this view and invest
in a CAPM-type world, then �
represents the equilibrium returns
conditional upon the individuals’
common beliefs.2

Given A1 and A2, it is a straightforward
result to show the following theorem.

Theorem 1. The pdf of E(r) given � is
given by

pdf(E(r) ��) � N([(�)�1 � P���1P]�1

[(�)�1� � P���1q],
[(�)�1 � P���1P]�1]

Proof: See Appendix.
We emphasise that Theorem 1 is a result
known to Bayesian econometricians and
to BL, although they did not report the
variance formula in the papers. Also, our
interpretation of what is prior and what
is sample information may differ from
BL.

It should be clear from the previous
analysis that neither A1 nor A2 are
essential for the model to be used. Most
priors used in finance, however, tend to
convey little information about the
investors’ beliefs. Various alternatives such
as a diffuse prior (see Harvey and Zhou
(HZ), 1990: Equation 6; or Klein and
Bawa (KB) 1976: Equation 3) or the
more detailed priors presented in
Hamilton (1994: Chap. 12) cannot be
easily understood in behavioural terms.
In Bayesian terms, the prior chosen by
BL is called the natural conjugate prior.

Extensions could be considered for
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weight (ie from unhedged to fully
hedged). The assumed benchmark holding
of currency is zero for all markets. The
solution weights for currencies, which are
not shown in the table, are all negligible.

The Sharpe ratio for the solution is
0.16 with a tracking error3 of 0.39, the
portfolio is beta constrained to 1.0.

Example 2

In this second example, we consider the
case where a US dollar-based investor
believes that six hard currency markets will
outperform nine other European markets,
on average, by 1.5 per cent per annum.
This could be interpreted as a possible
EMU scenario. As in Example 1, this
still represents one view and P is now a
(1 � 15) vector equal to

[1/6. . .1/6 � 1/9. . .�1/9]

The values for the other parameters are
as shown in Table 5. Note that Delta (
)

German markets, larger changes from the
implied view for other markets are
associated with low covariance with the
Swiss market. In Table 3, we report
certain key parameters associated with our
portfolio construction.

We now consider the impact of the
conditional forecast in an optimisation
problem, where the objective is a simple
mean-variance utility function. The risk-
aversion parameter has been set with
reference to delta. The beta of the
portfolio and the sum of the weights are
constrained to unity. The results
presented in Table 4, show, as expected,
a switch from the German to the Swiss
market. Some large differences in
forecasts, Italy for example, are translated
into small changes in the portfolio
weights as the optimiser takes into
account the benchmark weight, the asset
beta and the impact of covariances.

In both this and the following example,
currency holdings were free to vary
between zero and minus the market
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Table 1 Bayesian parameters

Parameter Value Symbol

Delta
Tau
View
Confidence

5.00
1.00
0.05
0.05




q
�

Table 2 Forecast results

Market
Bench
weight

Swiss
Cov � 100 � E(r��) Difference

Switzerland
Germany
Denmark
Spain
Finland
France
Italy
Netherlands
Norway
Sweden
UK

0.0982
0.1511
0.0136
0.0409
0.0125
0.1234
0.0568
0.0870
0.0103
0.0474
0.3588

0.1884
0.0724
0.0766
0.0666
0.0666
0.1016
0.0061
0.0826
0.0979
0.0776
0.0784

5.34
6.46
5.31
8.07

10.69
7.93
8.06
5.64
8.43
7.71
6.33

5.53
6.31
5.29
7.99

10.55
7.89
7.88
5.62
8.40
7.67
6.33

�0.19
�0.15
�0.02
�0.08
�0.14
�0.03
�0.18
�0.03
�0.03
�0.04
�0.00

Table 3 Optimisation parameters

Parameter Value

Risk aversion �
Tracking error limit
Portfolio beta

2.5
2.5
1.0



broadly in line with the imposed view,
with the exception that the forecast for
Ireland actually goes down while
Switzerland increases slightly.

To consider the impact of the
conditional forecast, we solve a simple
optimisation problem, where, as in
Example 1, the asset weights are
constrained to be positive and sum to
unity. The asset beta is constrained to
unity and currency weights are free to
vary between unhedged and fully hedged
for each market. The tracking error is
bounded at 2.5 (see Table 7).

The optimisation results are shown

has now been set at 3 to ensure that the
level of the conditional forecast accords
with historical experience.

The conditional forecast is shown in
Table 6. The difference between the
implied and conditional forecasts is
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Table 4 Optimisation results

Market Beta
Benchmark
weight (%)

Solution
weight (%) Difference

Switzerland
Germany
Denmark
Spain
Finland
France
Italy
Netherlands
Norway
Sweden
UK

0.80
0.97
0.80
1.20
1.57
1.18
1.20
0.85
1.25
1.15
0.95

9.82
15.11
1.36
4.09
1.25

12.34
5.68
8.70
1.03
4.74

35.88

12.19
12.81
1.22
4.27
1.37

12.61
5.63
8.04
1.10
4.77

36.00

�2.37
�2.30
�0.14
�0.18
�0.11
�0.27
�0.05
�0.66
�0.07
�0.02
�0.12

Table 5 Bayesian parameters

Parameter Value Symbol

Delta
Tau
View
Confidence

3.000
1.000
0.015
0.025




q
�

Table 6 Forecast results

Bench
weight � E(r��) Difference

‘Hard’ markets
Austria
Belgium
France
Germany
Netherlands
Ireland

0.0060
0.0244
0.1181
0.1446
0.0832
0.0076

14.84
13.75
14.86
13.57
12.33
11.18

15.05
13.83
14.98
13.60
12.38
11.03

�0.21
�0.08
�0.12
�0.04
�0.06
�0.15

‘Soft’ markets
Denmark
Finland
Italy
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
UK

0.0130
0.0120
0.0543
0.0098
0.0049
0.0392
0.0454
0.0940
0.3433

12.24
18.83
16.62
15.55
11.84
13.63
13.04
13.27
12.74

11.92
17.58
15.42
15.04
11.67
13.03
12.28
13.29
12.68

�0.32
�1.24
�1.20
�0.51
�0.17
�0.60
�0.76
�0.02
�0.06



properly the views held by the
investor. When these excess returns are
subsequently fed back into the
optimisation process, the investor’s
optimal weights will reflect the prior
view.

It is this usage of implied excess
returns in the data model which also
helps to address one of the principal
reservations many practitioners have
with respect to the use of optimisers
in portfolio construction, namely their
extreme sensitivity to changes in
forecasts. Raw forecast alphas are
inevitably volatile and, if used as
optimiser inputs, give rise to
completely unacceptable revisions to
portfolio weights. By combining neutral
model forecasts with the investor’s
views, the Bayesian formulation
produces robust inputs for the
optimiser.

Alternative formulations
In this section, we present two
alternative formulations of the BL model,
the first of which takes into account
prior beliefs about overall volatility. To
do this, we make the following
adjustment. We shall assume that  is
now unknown and stochastic so that

in Table 8 and not surprisingly show a
positive tilt in favour of the strong
currency markets. Interestingly, even
though the optimiser was free to hold
currency up to a fully hedged position,
all the solution weights for currencies
are zero. The Sharpe ratio for the
solution is 0.18 with a tracking error
of 1.8. The portfolio beta is
constrained to unity.

Overall, we feel that the examples
justify our confidence in the approach.
Care needs to be taken interpreting the
conditional forecast, however, since it is
the product of the prior view and the
data model. In these examples, the data
model has been taken to be the
implied excess returns generated by a
mean-variance optimisation problem.
Even though such excess returns can
be counter-intuitive, as in the case of
Ireland in Example 2, they may be
understood as the extent to which the
neutral forecast has to change to reflect
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Table 7 Optimisation parameters

Parameter Value

Risk aversion �
Tracking error limit
Portfolio beta

1.5
2.5
1.0

Table 8 Optimisation results

Market Beta
Benchmark
weight (%)

Solution
weight (%) Difference

Austria
Belgium
France
Germany
Netherlands
Ireland

Denmark
Finland
Italy
Norway
Portugal
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
UK

1.09
1.02
1.10
1.00
0.92
0.84

0.91
1.37
1.22
1.14
0.88
1.01
0.97
0.98
0.95

0.60
2.44

11.81
14.46
8.32
0.76

1.30
1.20
5.43
0.98
0.49
3.92
4.54
9.40

34.33

3.27
4.82

15.90
18.63
9.28
3.39

0.00
0.00
2.66
0.00
0.00
0.98
1.82
6.79

32.46

�2.67
�2.38
�4.09
�4.17
�0.96
�2.63

�1.30
�1.20
�2.77
�0.98
�0.49
�2.94
�2.72
�2.61
�1.88



Theorem 2. If we assume A3 and A4,
then

pdf(E(r) ��) �

[m � (E(r) � �)��*V (E(r) � �)]�(m�n)/2

which is a multivariate t distribution.
The vector � is the term E(r ��) given
in Theorem 1, the matrix V is the
Var(r ��) given in Theorem 1 while

�* �
m

� � A � C�H�1C

where A, C, H are defined in the proof
of Theorem 1.

Proof: See Appendix.

An immediate corollary of Theorem 2 is
the following.

Corollary 2.1: pdf(� �E(r), �) is a
scale gamma with ‘degrees of freedom’
m � n and scale factor G � �, where
G � (� � E(r))���1 (� � E(r)) �
(PE(r) � q)���1 (PE(r) � q).

Proof: See Appendix.
The consequence of Corollary 2.1 is

that we can now compute

E(��E(r),�) � (m � n)(G � �)

and

Var(� �E(r),�) � 2(m � n)(G � �)2

The increase in precision can be
computed as

E(��E(r),�) � E(w)
� (m � n) (G � �) � m�
� mG � n(G � �)

It is interesting to note that, although
our expected returns now have a
multivariate t distribution, such a returns
distribution is consistent with
mean-variance analysis and the CAPM.

A3

pdf(� �E(r),) � N(E(r), �).

Furthermore,

pdf(E(r) �) � N(q, �),

A4 The marginal (prior) pdf of
� � 1/ is given by the following,4

pdf(�) �

(�/2)m/2 �(m/2)�1exp��
��

2 �
�(m/2)

,

0 � � ��

This pdf has two hyperparameters m
and �, and we assume it is
independent of pdf(�).

Remark 1. Here we treat  as a
fundamental parameter that measures
the overall dispersion of � about E(r).
Considering pdf(E(r) �), we define the
elements of � relative to  so that
�ii � 1 reflects a degree of disbelief
equal in scale to the dispersion measure
of � about E(r), a value �ii �1
implies greater disbelief than before and
an increase in  not only moves the
dispersion of equilibrium expected
returns about the forecasts but also
increases the overall degree of disbelief
in the forecasts.

Remark 2. The prior pdf of � � 1/ is
a scale gamma, where � is often called
the precision. It follows that E(�) � m�
and Var(�) � 2m�2. This means that for
fixed E(�) as m → �, Var(�) → 0 and
hence is a more reliable prior.

We are now in a position to state our
new result which is, again, a standard
result in the Bayesian literature. For a
similar result, see Hamilton (1994,
Proposition 12.3).
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pdf(� �PE(r) � qi) � �i (1)

� � 1
2��

k/2 1
det(P�P�)

exp ��(P� � qi)� (P�P�)�1 (P� � qi)
2 �

Combining the above, we deduce that
pi* the posterior probability of scenario i
becomes

pi* �
pi �i

m�
i�1

pi �i

(2)

Equation (2) gives us an updating rule
on the prior probabilities which allows us
to rescale our pi by value of the
likelihood function with expected returns
evaluated at qi normalised so that the
sum of the weights is one. Thus, if the
equilibrium return p satisfied the �
condition P� � qi, �i would reach its
maximum value. We note that since the
term in front of the exponential in (1) is
common for all �i, we can simplify pi*
to be

pi exp� �(P� � qi)� (P�P�)�1 (P� � qi)
2 �

m�
i�1

pi exp��(P� � qi)� (P�P�)�1 (P� � qi)
2 �

(3)

Our new weights take a maximum value
of 1 and a minimum value of 0. Table 9
provides an illustration of the calculations
based on ten scenarios for the EMU
example given in the third section.
Column one shows the assumed
outperformance of the strong currency
markets for each scenario. For simplicity,
we have assumed that the manager
believes each scenario to be equally
likely; pi � 0.1. The calculated posterior
probabilities pi* show clearly that
substantial outperformance is much less

[This is proved in Klein and Bawa
(1976)]. Thus, our extended analysis
leaves us with a mean vector and a
covariance matrix which, up to a scale
factor, are the same as before. What we
gain is that probability computations will
now involve the use of the t distribution.
This will give the same probabilities as
the normal for large m, but for small m
will put more weights in the tails of our
forecast distribution. Thus, we can
manipulate this feature to give extra
diagnostics to capture uncertainties about
our forecasts.

We do not present numerical
calculations for this model, as the
nature of the prior is too complex to
capture the beliefs of a typically
non-mathematical fund manager.
However, in our experience, fund
managers are able to provide a range
of scenarios for expected returns and
associate probabilities with these
scenarios. We shall explore such a
model next, this being the second
‘extension’ of the BL model referred to
earlier.

A5 The prior pdf for E(r) is of the
form PE(r) � qi, i � 1, . . .,m. Each
(vector value qi has prior
probability pi, where �m

i�1
pi � 1. P

and E(r) have the same definition
as before.

If we combine A5 with A3, it is
straightforward to compute

pi* � prob(PE(r) � qi ��);
m�

i�1

pi* � 1

pi* �
pdf(� �PE(r ) � qi)prob(E(r ) � qi)

pdf(�)

and

pdf(�) �
m�

i�1

pdf(� �PE(r) � qi)
prob(E(r) � qi)
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modern financial institutions where both
viewpoints are represented. We present
an exposition of these models so that
readers should be able to apply these
methods themselves. We also present
several extensions.

Notes
1 Here we use the acronym ICAPM to mean

international CAPM. The standard usage for ICAPM
is for intertemporal CAPM. Since the international
CAPM is a particular application of Merton’s
intertemporal CAPM, this should cause no
confusion.

2 This rather loose interpretation can be tightened; see
Hiemstra (1997) for a construction of a CAPM
model based on heterogeneous expectations by
investors.

3 The tracking error or active risk of a portfolio is
conventionally defined as the annualised standard
deviation of portfolio active return (ie the excess
return attributable to holding portfolio weights
different from the benchmark weights).

4 �(.) is the gamma function, �(n) � �0
�xn � 1exp(�x)dx.
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Appendix
Proof of Theorem 1
Using Bayes’ theorem and Assumptions A1 and A2, we see that

pdf(E(r) ��) �
k exp(� 1—

2 (� � E(r))���1(� � E(r)) � 1–
2(PE(r) � q)���1(PE(r) � q))

pdf(�)

where k is an appropriate constant.
We next simplify the quadratic term in the exponent.

E(r)�(�)�1E(r) � 2�(�)�1E(r) � ��(�)�1� � E(r)�P���1PE(r)�2q���1PE(r)
� q���1q

� E(r)�((�)�1 � P��P)((�)�1 � P���1P)�1((�)�1 � P���1P)E(r)�2(��(�)�1

� q���1P)((�)�1 � P���1P)�1((�)�1 � P���1E(r))�q���1q � ��(�)�1�

Let
C � (�)�1� � P���1q
H � (�)�1 � P���1P, we note that H is symmetrical so H � H�
A � q���1q � ��(�)�1�

We can rewrite the exponent as equal to

E(r)�H�H�1HE(r) � 2C�H�1HE(r) � A
� (HE(r) � C)�H�1(HE(r) � C) � A � C�H�1C
� (E(r) � H�1C)�H( E(r) � H�1C) � A � C�H�1C

In terms of E(r), terms such as A � C�HC disappear into the constant of integration.
Thus,

pdf(E(r) ��) � exp(�1–
2(E(r) � H�1C)�H(E(r) � H�1C)) (A1)

so that E(r) �� has mean � H�1 C (A2)

� [(�)�1 � P���1P]�1 [(�)�1� � P���1q] (A3)

and Var(r ��) � [(�)�1 � P���1 P]�1 (A4)
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Proof of Theorem 2
First

pdf(E(r),w ��) �
pdf(� �E(r),w)pdf(E(r) �w)pdf(w)

pdf(�)
(A5)

From Assumption A3, we can write

pdf(� �E(r),w)pdf(E(r) �w) � kwn/2 exp � �wG
2 � (A6)

where G � (� � E(r))���1 (� � E(r)) � (PE(r) � q)���1(PE(r) � q)

If we now use Assumption 4 and Equation (A6), we see that

pdf(E(r), w ��) �

k exp ��
w
2

(G � �)���

2 �
m/2

w(m�n)/2�1

� �m
2 � pdf(�)

(A7)

To compute pdf(E(r) ��), we integrate out w.
Let

v �
w
2

(G � �), w �
2v

(G � �)
, dw �

2
(G � �)

dv

pdf(E(r) ��) � k���

2�
m/2 ��

0

exp(�v) � 2v
G � ��

(m�n)/2�1

� 2
G � �� dv (A8)

then

�

k���

2 �
m/2

2(m�n)/2 � �m � n
2 �

� �m
2 � (G � �)(m�n)/2

(A9)

The multivariate t is defined (see Zellner, 1971: 383, B20) for matrices �(l � 1) and
V(l � l) and positive constant v as

pdf(x ��, V, v, l) �
vv/2 �((v � l )/2 �V � 1/2 [v � (x � �)�V(x � �)](l�v)/2

�l/2 �(v/2)

If we re-write G � � in terms of A, C and H as defined in the proof of Theorem
1, we see that

G � � � (E(r) � H�1C)�H(E(r) � H�1C) � A � C�H�1C � �

� (E(r) � H�1C)�
mH

� � A � C�H�1C
(E(r) � H�1C) � m (A10)
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This shows that pdf(E(r) ��) is multivariate t,

� � H�1C (as before)

V �
m

� � A � C�H�1C
H, l � n and v � m.

Proof of Corollary 2.1
Factorising pdf(E(r),w ��) � pdf(w �E(r), �)pdf(E(r) ��) gives us

pdf(w �E(r),�) �
pdf(E(r),w ��)
pdf(E(r) ��)

thus

pdf(w �E(r), �) �

k exp��
w
2

(G � �)���

2 �
m/2

w(m�n)/2�1

� �m
2 �pdf(�)

(A11)

k���

2 �
m/2

2(m�n)/2 � �m � n
2 �

(G � �)(m�n)/2 � �m
2 � pdf(�)

using Equations (A6) and A7).
Simplifying,

pdf(w �E(r), �) �

k� exp ��
w
2

(G � �)�w(m�n)/2�1G(m�n)/2

� �m � n
2 �

(A12)
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